Tourist organization Paracin

Туристичка организација Парагин

Параћин у ерији Србије...
Cultural-history tourism

The Holy Trinity Church
Monastery of St. Petka
Namasija Monastery

Monastery of St. Nikola
Sisojevac Monastery

The remains of the medieval town of Petrus are located near Popovac in the municipality Paracin, determined on the right bank of the river Crnica. Access to three sides of the city is impossible, while the fourth, south – west, was controlled with a single artificial fortification trench. The city is fortification of irregular shape, and the was consisted of two parts: wider – the part of city, surrounded by walls width up to 1 m, and...

The Small city – citadel, located at the top of the hill called „Bula“. „The Small city“ takes an area of ca. 1,300 m², and it was built of stone and lime mortar. Judging by the concept of building, usable material and archaeological findings, town comes from the mid – XIV century and represents a very significant site for the study of Serbian medieval history. For cultural property, archaeological deposit, it is declared on march 14th, 1985. year.
The Holy Trinity Church in Paracin is located in the city center, on the left bank of the Crnica river. The construction of the church started in 1862. Church had tower on west side, built on the very walls of the church. 1864th year, when the church was already built, there was a collapse of the tower, which caused the destruction of the entire roof, so that the whole building only the walls remained. 1893rd again move with building of the church and tower with her. For that job as a contractor is hired, certain Palerini, originally Italian. Palerini in the midst of construction left the job of building of the temple. For the continuation of works engaged, 1897th year engineer Miroslav Pavlovic from Pozarevac, according to the plan of the Belgrade architect Jovan Ilkic. The church was finished in 1898th, and 6th June 1899th was consecrated by Metropolitan of the Serbian, Mr. Inokentije, during the reign of King Aleksandar Obrenovic. 

The Holy Trinity Church is dedicated to the Holy Trinity: God of the Father, God of the Sun and the Holy Spirit. This movable feast of the Orthodox, is the glory of the Church and the Paracin city.

Church, as a building, is a combination of several different styles. Basically, it is the Serbian - Byzantine style with one large dome. Steeple was connected with the church and belongs to the Roman style. The church interior is in baroque style. The wooden construction of the iconostasis is the work of carpenter Vlajkovic from Belgrade, and the icons on it are made in Russia. During the First World War, this church was exposed to the bombing and damage. And during the Second World War the church windows were broken by the explosion of military warehouses. The exterior of the church was rebuilt several times, last in 1985th. Inside, except for minor interventions, remained the same. In the churchyard there is the common graves of the ten tombs on the east side of the church, where they buried the founders and builders of the church. In the direction of the new hall is a monument erected 1922nd year and is dedicated to the liberators of Paracin, killed 1918th year.
Another natural oasis rich in plant and animal species, with clean air and popular belief of healing waters is located on the mountain Baba, the right of the main road Paracin - Zajecar. At the foot of the mountain is village Lesje, who shoots with a beautiful view of several surrounding villages and picturesque nature.

Monastery has been visited by the tourists and the local population and is called the Monastery of the Protection of the Holy Mother of God in Lesje. Recently built on the foundations of the old church but prayer part and belfry and baptistery in the port, around the monastery are fishponds rich in rainbow trout on the monks who care, water, people believe that healing and wonderful space for relaxation.

The temple is dedicated to the Holy Mother of God. The church is very old, dates from the 14th century, and founder was the prefect Vukosav. It was built in 1330th, and restored in the 1641st in the time of bishop Nikanor. The first paintings was done 1646th, and later amended several times. In its long history of the monastery was conducted regular feature secular parish church. In terms of construction, the temple grounds is trikonhos, the altar has three apses and there is a narthex too. It was built later than the nave. Existing frescoes were painted 1879th, and final restoration of the monastery is in progress.

Monastery and its surroundings are very visited, most of the monastery on the day of glory, the Protection of the Holy Mother of God.
**Monastery of Saint Petka, Izvor**

At about ten kilometers from Paracin, from the left side of the road to Zajecar, in Izvor from which got its name, is a Monastery of St. Petka. The monastery complex consists of two churches. Old church built by the Serbian king Milutin Nemanjic in 1285th, while the second assumes that raised nobleman Stefan Music, nephew of Serbian Prince Lazar in 1398th year. The monastery is dedicated to the famous saint, Sveta Petka, because the princess Milica Lazarevic transferred the relics of St. Petka in this temple from Vidin. During the Austrian – Turkish War 1713th the temple was destroyed, and its renewal is waiting for full hundred years. Renew it Dositej monk, who later became bishop of the monastery. The frescoes are painted by Toma Stojkovic, 1894th, and they are shown all of Serbian dignitaries from the XIII to XIX century.

Smaller church has no tradicional altar apse, and on the basis that assumes that is built as a burial place for the relics of St. Petka. Part of the monastery’s treasures has been saved. It is believed that the monastery held the relics of St. Petka particles. There are mainly church books and other art objects related to the service, such as: gospel, a gift from Russia, „petohlebnica“ from the XIX century and so on. It is preserved and the church bell which has donated to Princess Ljubica Obrenovic 1833rd year.

Near the monastery rise, according to popular belief, healing water, which is highly visited. The most people gather to celebrate the day of the monastery, avgust, 8th, the feast of Venerable Mother Paraskeva.
Sisojevac Monastery

At about ten kilometers east of Ravanica, at the source of Crnica river, under huge rocks in the southern part of Kučaj mountain, surrounded by greenery environment hills, lies a modest, but the architecture and history are very rich – Monastery of the Transfiguration of Christ – Sisojevac. Like the nearby village, the monastery owes its name to the founder - Sisoje Sinajit monk, former abbot of Hilandar monastery and cousin Stefan Lazarevic. It is believed that emerged at the end of the fourteenth century and as such is mentioned in the Charter of Princess Milica of the 1398th year. In 1679th it was described as Metochion of Ravanica monastery. According to legend, the Turks attacked the monastery on Djurdjevdan and killed people who gathered in the church for prayer. Girls are, to save their faces, jumped into the river by dragging with them and their attackers. Since then the river was called Crnica. To date, the surrounding people tend to be preserved on Good Friday and Friday before Djurdjevdan came to church and light a candle for the martyrs.

After the great migration of Serbs under Arsenije Carojevic, 1690th, the monks of the monastery have retreated to the north, and the monastery was desolate. According to architecture and style of construction, it can be said to belong to the „Morava school“. Frescoes are much faded away, and were saved: the story of Jesus and many miracles, Old Testament scenes, figures of saints and the parabola, formed after the 1402nd. The monastery was completely rebuilt in the period since 197nd. to 1978th with assets of the Republic Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments. The church was rebuilt, covered with lead, frescoes restored and preserved. Narthex is not renewed, only marked the foundation. In 1985th Sisojevac declared Metochion of Ravanica monastery, which takes care of him.
At this moment is lasting the adaptation of the tourist complex "Borje" and the construction of bungalows with 40 beds. The complex is located near the lake, the famous trout fish ponds and even 50-week house. In any case, should not be missed the opportunity to visit Sisevac, circle the monastery St. Sisoje and breathe clean fresh air.

**Sisojevac Monastery**

Sisojevac Monastery is located in the tourist area Sisevac, known for its beautiful source of the Crnica river, the source of hot water whose temperature is 29 degrees year round and beautiful surroundings covered pastures, flower meadows, green forests of conifers and deciduous trees. In winter, snow covered village whiteness, with terrain suitable for skiing and sledding.

**St. Nikola monastery, Svojnovo**

The monastery is located in the village Svojnovo, on the left bank of the Velika Morava river. The original church on the site of the present monastery was dedicated to the Virgin Mary and was called the Nativity. Monastery is foundation of Serbian Prince Lazar and was built during the 14th century.

During his reign, the Turks destroyed the church, and it was rebuilt in the time of Leader Karadordje. According to legend, when the Karadorde's army spent the night at the place of the ruined church, the air in a dream St. Nicholas appeared and told him that in that place once again raise the church and dedicate it to him, as did Karadorde 1812th.

Today, the monastery mark and celebrate both the Nativity and St. Nicholas day. Since 1992nd there is a work on the renovation of the church and living quarters. Beside the church flows water that are considered medicinal. One of them only treat eye disease while the other healing for all diseases.
Crnica river flows out of the canyon near the village Zabrega. Left Coast is slowly lowered and in the picturesque surroundings, there are remains of monasteries Namasija or Manasija. Judging by the ruins, this was an important monastery with strong defensive walls and tower. According to legend, the founder was Prince Lazar Hrebeljanovic, and the temple was dedicated to Saint Nicholas. The first written record dates from the 16th century, and the establishment by itself was only two centuries earlier, which clearly can be concluded on the basis of research conducted and preserved fragments of frescoes. Studies have confirmed that in the Middle Ages here existed a significant monastic complex with a church dedicated to Saint Nicholas, as witnessed by the remains of another ca. ten small churches walls. This monastic complex is one of the most important in this part of Serbia. The church dedicated to Saint Nicholas canned and restored in one small area. Downstream from the monastery are located mill, pond and bridge over a river. Zabrega village built on the right river bank.
The Cultural Center is located in a villa on the right bank of the Crnica river (so-called home Nikolic), a residential building erected for engineers Predrag Nikolic, co-founders and owners of factories fabrics "Teokarevic Brothers", which was declared a cultural monument 1984th year.

New cultural institutions, Cultural Center Paracin "based on cultural activities of the Cultural – Educational community. In a formal legal sense, inherits its rights and obligations. Cultural - Educational Community, founded in 1990th , and for all years of existence, encouraged activities that contributed to the meeting and expanding cultural needs of people, primarily in order to sharpen ethical and artistic standards, fostering the artistic taste of the citizens. In line with this, CC is initiated, organized and implemented numerous cultural events. Traditional Sisevac art colony held since 1975th, promotes and enriches Paracin image gallery fund.

Cultural Center is the cultural institution which throughout the year, organizes numerous events, concerts, exhibitions, literary and artistic evening. In the gallery CC is set permanent sales exhibition.

Director: Zorica Djordjevic B. Sc. sculptor
Address: Branko Krsmanovic no. 45
Phone: 035 / 565 – 832
www.kcp.org.yu

Paracin Theater
Director: Bratimir Stevanic
Address: dr. Dragoljub Jovanovic, no number
Phone: 035 563 343
e-mail: bratimir_stevanic@paracin.org.sr

As the day of the establishment takes takes the 1st oktobar 1926th , the day when the first theater of Paracin amateurish was founded. The first debut was "Kostana" of Bora Stankovic, with Angelina Popovic in the title role.

Fifties, the theater turned into a professional, but this status lasts for a short, 3 - 4 years.

Sixties, moved to a new, technically equipped and functional building, smashing the form of classical avant-garde theater accepting the wave of time, and work projects Ionescu, Pinter, Keno or Saroyan. In the eighties chooses for political theater, and from that time dates the play "The Spawning of Carp," "tailless rooster", " Chiding people from two parts," " Original of the Forgery ". At the time practice starts appearance of professional actors in productions Paracin theater.

Decisions by Paracin of 30th December 2002. theater called "Paracin Theater".

For his work, "Theater Paracin" was awarded many decorations and awards, and the Vuk's prize – the largest prize in the field of culture. Since its establishment until today, played the 191 prime and 4000 play across the country and abroad. Advantage of Paracin theater is that the it has a functional building with 380 seats, which allows the ensemble repertoire work.
Library "Dr. Vicentije Rakic"

Library, "Dr. Vicentije Rakic" in Paracin, is located in the building from the second half of the 19th century, built after the model of secession. The cultural monument was declared on November 27th 1984. Has its roots in readers from the 1861st. On February 16th 1861st was founded reading association of citizens. No information how long acted as a cultural focus. During the same decade is extinguished as attested in a document on the establishment of reading rooms, from February 1869th. Reading rooms, 110 members, and serving as the members at his own expense. It was probably stopped to war 1876th. Only 1920th renewed the tradition of this type of library, foundation, Casino and Reading Room "", which works to 1939th. Association rules are preserved and a large number of books with his seal. Library, ""Dr. Vicentije Rakic,"", owns books printed in the printing office "Hadzi Laza - Kosta Hadzi - Vidojkovic and sons, between the two wars. The oldest book is Milovan Spasic, the 1850th. In May 1948th was established "City National Library," and the decision of the city People's Committee of 1967th it was formed as the National Library, with a mission to collect, process, preserve and make use of the material library.

Library, Dr. Vicentije Rakic,, belongs to the medium-developed libraries. Stationary branches of the Library doesn’t existWorking with the Library was organized in the following services and departments:

- Lending Department to work with adult users of the periodicals reading room
- Lending Department to work with children with reading room
- Department procurement and processing of books
- Native Service

Activities and services:
- Working with customers
- Popularizing books and reading
- Cultural and educational activities
- Exhibitions

As its main goal, the Library, "Dr. Vicentije Rakic" set the improvement of services and expand the circle of users. Achieved obvious progress library total activity, which is reflected in the establishment of electronic multimedia classrooms and reading rooms, which allows users to use the Internet and its services, printing services of materials downloaded from the Internet or from other sources, scanning and photocopying services of library material. Each user library via the Internet, can be informed about the content of other public libraries of Serbia, because the library "Dr. Rakic Vicentije" became a full member of COBISS.SR SYSTEM.
Native museum

Director – Dragjana Ilic
E-mail: muzeparacin@nadana.com
Address: Toma Zivanovic no.17
Phone: 035/562-035

1975th on the initiative SO Paracin, the decision was made on the establishment of museums and thus began the realization of old ideas of nearly half a century. At the end of 1977th, the collection of exhibits collected is located in one of the first floor buildings built in the mid-19th century in Paracin, Maxim Gorky Street No. 17, known as “Ruzic’s house”. The basis for the establishment of the museum’s was represented archaeological collection of ES Raduje Dumanovic, which consisted of archaeological objects collected without requiring the criteria museology. 1978th, in cooperation with the Institute for Protection of cultures in Kragujevac, made adaptation of the building project for the museum. On the day of liberation, 13th October 1978, officially opened a museum in Paracin, which was only 1990th constituted as a heritage museum Paracin for job security art - historical works for the municipality Paracin. Through permanent museum setting, which complements and amends the new findings, the visitor finds the museum exhibition today designed to provide a new and complete picture of the history of this area, the period of the early Stone Age (5200 BC) to the first post-war years.

Chapter Neolithic figurines, Vinca culture 5500 bc

Today, the Museum of Paracin has many artifacts and study materials accompanying museum documentation distributed within the department of archeology, history and ethnology with numerous collections. Department of Archeology are: paleoanthropological collection, a collection of prehistoric archeology and the collection of ancient and medieval archeology with the accompanying collection of ancient and medieval numismatics. Department of History are: political history fund, economic history fund, cultural fund and military history fund. Paracin sports fund of old urban architecture and modern numismatics. Department of Ethnology are: utility objects rural and urban households fund, utility fund of glass objects and paintings with motifs of old rural architecture from the village Paracinska municipality. In addition to these departments, the Homeland Museum in Paracin constantly working conservation workshops and museum library, which is over 3000 titles, and professional journals. Museum is known for its collection of prehistoric “Neolithic Archeology” from 6000 years BC to a new era. The most famous archaeological exhibits are: Anthropomorphic statue of “Mother with Child” (from locations in Drenovac) and figures “Statue Moravka”.

Native museum
Native museum

Since 1999th on the area of Slatina conducts archaeological research Archaeological Institute in Belgrade and the Regional Museum Paracin. Slatina research project belongs to the Vinca culture in Serbia, as podprojekat "Neolithic Middle Morava, which would primarily be to include the publication of previous research on the territory Paracin and Jagodina museums.

Monuments and commemorative plates

Victor

Monument to Victor, with the names of fallen soldiers in wars from 1912, to 1918., is located on the square in the center of town. It was built of red stone, and the area around the park it is resolved. At the top of the monument is set figure of Serbian warrior, made in bronze. The three sides are marble pedestal on which the plates are engraved the names of dead warriors.
Monuments and commemorative plates

Fountain of freedom

It is located in front of the building SO Paracin, and made of concrete, bronze and glass. It's a symbol of brotherhood and unity of the Yugoslav people. Authors fountain of freedom are Paracin sculptor, Slobodan Stojanovic, and a graduate engineer of architecture, Radoslav Prokic from Kragujevac. Fountain of freedom was discovered October 13th 1975.

Monument to the fallen fighters of the liberation struggle in Paracin

Monument to fallen soldiers of the National Liberation War and the victims of fascist terror of Paracin since 1941. to 1945. is located in front of SO Paracin. On the pedestal of concrete is set fighter figures cast in bronze. Author's figure fighter sculptor Peter Pavalicini, and a monument was erected 1985th at the request of Paracin citizens.
Monuments and commemorative plates

National Hero Branko Kršmanovic

Monument to National Hero Branko Kršmanovic is located in the center of Paracin. The area around the monument is resolved in the form of spatial square with a lifted gradually walled part, which is paved with granite cubes. Since the mid-rise space is made of gray marble pedestal, on which the figure of the Spanish national hero and fighter Branko Kršmanovic, given in extra-large size. Author monuments sculptor from Belgrade Otto Logo, and found May the 9th 1981st. Branko Kršmanovic was declared a national hero May 9th 1945.

Palace of Paracin – Villa Nikolic

It was built as a residential building engineers Predrag Nikolic, co-founders and owners of factories fabrics "Brothers Teokarevic". The house was built by the project Mihailin Borisavljevic, architects and doctors aesthetics in architecture at the Sorbonne University. As a representative building in the park environment, interior space is organized centrally. Around the hall are arranged on the ground floor two bedroom, working room, bathroom, kitchen, with wooden staircase to the garret and the attic. Details in the interior are carefully selected, for the fireplace in the lobby are tiles made from the Czech Republic, and chandeliers hanging from wrought iron with crystal balls.
Monuments and commemorative plates

Palace of Paracin – Villa Nikolic

During the renovation 1993rd the palace lost its original look (painted walls, ceilings with plaster profiled ranges and rosettes on the ground floor, wooden rosettes in the garret) for the remodeling of private persons. Violated the concept of internal space, the precious decorative elements lowering the ceiling and floor replacement stone are gone. Decorative painting from the walls is painted and blanket of colored sheet was replaced by a glittering copper plates.

For the cultural monument, house of Nikolic declared on November 27th 1984t, and since 2004. in this building housed the Cultural Center of Paracin and the city gallery.

The House of Nesic

The building house of Nesic, in the street of Kralj Petar I, No. 2, the storeyed business - residential buildings, set on the corner of the former Merchant street. Construction was started in 1929th, on the Vojislav Nesic farm, and completed a year later, of what testifies the log owner. From owner letters from 1930th, revealed the name of entrepreneurs - Florian Lipai. The building is set to trapezoid plot and its dimension is fully covered. The ground floor premises are located facing the main street, while the auxiliary facilities and warehouses placed under supporting the street and river. On the floor is the apartment with an entrance from the main street. As one of the first works of authorship Predrag Znic architecture, for its architectural value, but as part of a neighborhood environment street old commercial, which undoubtedly gives the seal, it was decided to declare the building as a cultural monument, and it was done October 28th 1991.
Monuments and commemorative plates

Nesic House

The building Nesic house in the street of Kralj Petar I, No. 4, was built for Paracin - craft shop, bank, known as a Bank of Boza Glavicki. It was built at the beginning of the fourth decade of the last century. According to the agreement on the sale of a land that has a Nesic successor, established the conditions for building (new building should not be higher then existing one), which is extremely valuable information for the history of urban development. The building style remained within the monumental academic, and bearing in mind the cultural and historical significance of the object created at this time, as well as special architectural value of buildings, the monument was declared on October 28th 1991 year.

Manifestation tourism

Calendar of events
Manifestation tourism

Calendar of events

February

Sports competitions organized by the SRC "7th July"

This year, the tournament unless local communities in a small municipal and school football championships, SRC "7 July organized Championships of Central Serbia in swimming (February), the central Serbian Cup Table Tennis (March) and individual Championships Serbian Table Tennis, which will be held in May this year.
For nine years in a row, the premise of the school and the House of Culture in Tresnjevici, there is a manifestation of "Days of Wine." Participants of the event are the talented students of school in Paracin participants Student Art Colony, and guests are renowned poets, painters and actors. The event is usually held during February and March, and ends with wine ball and evaluating wines by the famous enologist. The organizer of the event is village Tresnjevica (MOH) in collaboration with elementary school "Vuk Karadzic". Contact phone is 064-30-61-
The most– cake
Held each year in early March since 2003, within ceremony of March 8th. This is a humanitarian action, because all the exposed cake, after evaluation, donate persons at home Monastery St. Petka in the source, all Paracin daycare, foster families, Paracin hospital, the Club for older and elderly persons, children with special needs in the home in Cuprija. In addition to women from the territory of the municipality Paracin, the competition in the growing number of women appearing in Cuprija, Kragujevac, Varvarin, Nis and other Serbian cities.

Manifestation tourism

Calendar of manifestation

April
Cveti
Sales flower show is held in the organization of the BID zone "promenade," the Orthodox feast of Flower, 12th April. Held in the morning hours on the square in the center of town.

Days of book in the BID zone "promenade"
During the week the book, each day one of Paracin schools host events at the plateau in the center of town. Every morning, representing the publishing house with his guests (writers), while in the evening organize literary evenings.
Manifestation tourism

Calendar of manifestation
Maj

Held in May 10th each year, organized by the BID zone "promenade". Program events prepare students of elementary schools and CAS - these. During the program, all visitors served liver and juice in unlimited quantities.
CACIB - The first international exhibition of dogs of all breeds. In this competition, the most beautiful dogs in their race win CACIB - International League candidacy for the beauty. Dogs are assessed by international judges from Slovenia, Croatia, Hungary, and Serbia. The number of reported dogs so far has averaged about 600 dogs competing from Serbia and abroad. The competition will be held on 10th May at the stadium of FC "Unity". The organizer is KD "Bozidar Tornjanski" Paracin (contact phone: 064/0261001).

Motorcycle set
Held every other year in the municipality of Paracin, in the month of May, in a park near the sports hall. Motor-cycle rider participants from 30 clubs from the territory of the Balkans, ie from Bulgaria, Macedonia, Republic of Serbia, Montenegro, Slovenian... Each of these events has already held the motto - the motto of the conference - shows in Paracin, rated the highest honors by Moto - Association of Serbia. Motor-cycle rider two-day meeting, according to organizers motorcycle-club "White Angels" (Paracin), has about 5,000 visitors.
Cultural Summer

In summer, from early July to late August, in the atrium of Paracin Theater every weekend, visitors can see the theater, monodrama, duodramas, cabaret and concerts. Entrance is free for visitors, the organizer of the City Theater under the auspices of the Municipality of Paracin. In the summer of cultural, Paracin Cultural Center organize concerts on the open stage in the center of town, that thousands of people visit the city and its surroundings.
And this year, organized sports Union Paracin municipality, under the motto "Play for Life - Any sport, sports events will be held summer. During the event held Republican contests Street in sports tournaments and indoor football, basketball, volleyball, chess, dance, martial arts, and athletic competitions. This year, for the first time, will be presented to the karting sport, and the international chess tournament will be broadcast live over the Internet Chess Federation official site in Serbia. Sports summer lasts until the first day of school. All participants who win one of 3 places are awarded T-shirts and medals, and ranked teams in all sports, Municipal Sports Association organizes Paracin PRIZE trip. The 2008th year, it was 2988 competed participants.
People who apply for medicine.

Traditionally, visitors to visit the Parliament and donating monastery and affect water resources, the Monastery of Saint Petka, held council to visit Paracin about 3,000 inhabitants and the environment. Every year, on the day of Venerable martyr Paraskev a, 8 August in the village of Ur, near the Fair in village of Izvor. Manifestation tourism

State Parachute Championships
12th of August, the sports airport Paracin, in Davidovac, organized by the Aero-Club "Our wings" will be held by the state Parachute Championships in classical disciplines, and the first state Parachute Championships in domes. During September, the same will be held in precise flying competitions, and open parachute Cup of Paracin.
Days of Culture, Svojnovo
Organizers of Svojnovo culture days in the club culture "Logos" from the village Svojnovo and Cultural Center Paracin. This event consists of literary evenings, art colony, the competition of young accordion, scientific conferences and lectures, and literary colony "eye of the Juhor" whose organizer participate literary club "Mirko Banjevic" Paracin. This year, in the event, announced the exhibition of old crafts, agricultural products and poetic marathon.

Sisevac Art Colony
This year, 34 time will be held art colony, which by longstanding venue called-Sisevac’s. The colony participates ten renowned artists, and in 2008, year, participants were from Nis, Belgrade, Krusevac, Kragujevac, Ruma and Paracin. Organized by the Paracin Cultural Center that maintenance of each colony retains part of the works created in his fund.
Students' art colony
For 12 years the Grza from 19 to 26 August, held Students' art colony, which brings together the most talented visual artists from elementary school all over the country. Participants are selected by competition, and several came by invitation. Works created in the colony are published throughout the year in exhibitions and competitions, the country abroad. Working with participants of the colony during the follow cultural educational program, which conducted art educators and educators. Organizer of this colony, is the Library of Dr. Rakic Vicentije ‘Paracin.'
**Manifestation tourism**

**Dog of all breeds Paracin 2009**
One of the events organized by the Kennel Club "Bozidar Tornjanski" from Paracin, under the auspices of the Kennel Association of Serbia, 26 September in the park behind the secondary center, is a specialized exhibition of Labrador, retrievers and golden retrievers, in which dogs evaluated Swiss mrs. Yvonne Jaussi, the owner of the kennel Nealas. The same day, taking the official exam for specijalozvanih dogs BH, IPO-I, II, III and ZTP exam. For 27 September it was announced for the Club Championships Serbian Rottweiler. The competition entitled "Paracin seiger" judges evaluate dogs from Germany Uwe Peterman and Helmut Weiller. On the same day will be held, and taking the international exams for retrievers (CACIT) in the event making the dry and the water and sunk for diving ducks.

**Manifestation tourism**

**Balkan Championships in orienteering run**
Orienteering Club Paracin was founded in 1989, and since then its members get the best results in the seniors and junior categories. The club proved to be a state organizer Cup race for the state championship on an attractive and popular fields in the vicinity Paracin (Grza, Cukara, 7 July). Considering all the previous work of Serbian Orienteering Federation, Orienteering Club Paracin "was awarded to organizations Balkan Orienteering Championships, from 2nd to 6th September 2009."
Manifestation tourism

Mini tini fest
It gathers the most talented students of elementary schools of lower and higher grades. Festival participants selecting the best experts in children’s songs Minja Saturday and John Adam's. Final competition will be held in the Sports Hall as one in a series of events Paracin Municipal Day celebrations.

Manifestation tourism

Calendar of manifestation
October
**Manifestation tourism**

**Lestijan's Desert Chilandar**
The event is held on the day of the Monastery of the Holy Virgin in the cover Lesje, oktober 14th gathers famous writers and painters. During the event set a sales exhibition, and the funds collected are for the construction of monasteries in Lesje. This occasion was founded and library "Venedikt Crepovic" of books donated by participants and with the support of the city library. This year, the central event will be presented to medieval music.

---

**Economy Fair**

Held every year in October, in Paracin Sports Hall. Since 2008, year due to the increased interest of exhibitors, the fair expanded capacity and the newly built hall complexes. This fair is included in the Calendar of Events Regional Chamber of Commerce Kragujevac.
Manifestation tourism

Calendar of manifestation
December

Sports Winter
Organized by the Sports Federation municipalities Paracin held in the city and rural areas during December and January. During the competitions are held in basketball, indoor football, volleyball and table tennis. Final declaration of the winner of the competition and are held in the Sports Hall. In winter sports, traditionally held New Year's athletic event, "Ljiljana Tomic".